
Solemn Pestilence    
Music: Jonas Kjellgren  Lyrics: Edvin Skårud

The sheer brittleness of our future lies
 in the hands of our own kind
Decomposing the essence of our new found knowledge,
and will be so until the end of time

Incessantly yearning
as I'm awaiting the final strike

A solemn pestilence
Lavishing the air we breath
The signs of the fall are imminent
Sensing the impending doom of mankind

Facing the beast we ourselves have created
from the clay of detrimental chastity
The derivative powers of nature,
a force to be reckoned with

Incessantly yearning
as I'm awaiting the final strike

A solemn pestilence
Lavishing the air we breath
The signs of the fall are imminent
Sensing the impending doom of mankind

Evolution is leading us on the pathway to destruction
Washed away by the infernal floods of annihilation
On a quest for immaterial answers
Unwillingly we are defeated by our selfishness

Incessantly yearning
as I'm awaiting the final strike

A solemn pestilence
Lavishing the air we breath
The signs of the fall are imminent
Sensing the impending doom of mankind



Ocean of Searing Hatred  
Music: Jonas Kjellgren Lyrics: Edvin Skårud

The procreators of faith
 upholding a fabricated
world on their shoulders
Passing preconceived notions
upon your brethren

The judgement day will fall 
upon us all...

Bleeding on the cross
For the sins of your permanence
Bleeding on the cross
Defending his twisted morality

How can you believe
in the salvation of mankind
by giving up your free will
only to satisfy the greed
of others

The judgement day will fall 
upon us all...

Bleeding on the cross
For the sins of your permanence
Bleeding on the cross
Defending his twisted morality

Your mind is immersed into 
a pitch black ocean
of searing hatred

Subverted by lifeless revelations
Painting a fictional reality in blood

Hell On Earth
an everlasting nightmare without end
Hell On Earth
an everlasting nightmare without end

Mocking the means of others
to justify your own wicked ways
Nothing can stop your absurdity
Am I the one to die for your sins?

The judgement day will fall 
upon us all...

Bleeding on the cross
For the sins of your permanence
Bleeding on the cross
Defending his twisted morality



Weapons Of Spiritual Carnage
Music: Jonas Kjellgren  Lyrics: Edvin Skårud

The coming of the liberator,
corrupting this earth we have inherited
Forcing his way thru your mind,
as a whirlwind of fiery greed

Demoralized in vain
Succumb to all your fears
Bound by the chains of heresy

Weapons of spiritual carnage
Discharging the vile storms of hatred

He burns and pillages all in his way
A continous story of misery
Seeking a cure for defiance
Injected by the fuel of ignorance

Demoralized in vain
Succumb to all your fears
Bound by the chains of heresy

Weapons of spiritual carnage
Discharging the vile storms of hatred

Formless entities eternally longing 
for the blood of the infidel
Sadistic visions of agony
are fortified throughout the end

Subjugate the burdened
of this wretched existence

Weakened preachers of disease
Spewing impious abominations
Let the enslavers become the enslaves
as our senses are freed from captivity

Demoralized in vain
Succumb to all your fears
Bound by the chains of heresy

Weapons of spiritual carnage
Discharging the vile storms of hatred



Infinite/Virulent
Music: Jonas Kjellgren  Lyrics:Edvin Skårud

Distracted by my beliefs 
of many moons ago

The sands of time
are running thru my hands

Infinite, virulent
The structure of eternal life
Infinite, virulent
lies buried deep within

Sacrificing my own blood
to please the hunger of the gods

The sands of time
are running thru my hands

Infinite, virulent
The structure of eternal life
Infinite, virulent
lies buried deep within

I can no longer be deceived
by this carnal illusion

Deprived of my sanity
once and for all
It is the price I have to pay
for divine enlightenment

Selling my soul to the devil
Deprived of my sanity
once and for all

Distracted by my beliefs 
of many moons ago

The sands of time
are running thru my hands

Infinite, virulent
The structure of eternal life
Infinite, virulent
lies buried deep within



Monolithic Suppressor Engaged
Music/Lyrics: Jonas Kjellgren

Timeless essence of grimness
The Burden is yours to keep
Beyond hope is reality
Waiting to cut you deep

The smell of death comes closer
Inside the realm of the beast

Into the abysmal depths of pain
Monolithic suppressor engaged

Under the dragon's mighty claw
A behemoth arise before the sky

The smell of death comes closer
Inside the realm of the beast

Into the abysmal depths of pain
Monolithic suppressor engaged

Intergalactic witchery
spreading the disease
Neverending meltdown awaits
in another dimension it mutates

The flood of melting steel burns faster
Blazing thru all the flesh and all the bone

Timeless essence of grimness
The Burden is yours to keep
Beyond hope is reality
Waiting to cut you deep

The smell of death comes closer
Inside the realm of the beast

Into the abysmal depths of pain
Monolithic suppressor engaged



Cast Into The Hollow
Music: Jonas Kjellgren  Lyrics: Edvin Skårud

Drifting through the opaque corridors of time,
beclouded in uncanny fog
Longing for an end to this timeless journey
through perpetuity

Caressed by eerie silence
Laid to rest in this celestial tomb

Separated from my flesh and blood,
in the most somber of nights
As dark reflections of shapeless forms
bounce against the walls

Caressed by eerie silence
Laid to rest in this celestial tomb

Engulfed by the flickering lights
of emptiness
Morphed into ethereal blackness itself
Unleashing the spirit's vigor

Cast into the hollow 
Endlessly plunging
Relentlessly forlorn
I am consigned to oblivion

The continuation of the dismissal embroiled
Entering a dissipating state
The continuation of the dismissal embroiled
Flickering lights of emptiness
enfolding my desire

The shackles of time are broken and I cease to exist
Soaring through the world beyond as an echo of the past

Caressed by eerie silence
Laid to rest in this celestial tomb

Engulfed by the flickering lights
of emptiness
Morphed into ethereal blackness itself
Unleashing the spirit's vigor

Cast into the hollow 
Endlessly plunging
Relentlessly forlorn
I am consigned to oblivion

Relentlessly forlorn
...to oblivion



Lies Of Apathy
Music: Jonas Kjellgren  Lyrics: Edvin Skårud

The Machines assembled by our poisoned minds
Deceit is programmed into their line of sight

Dreading the demise of the overlords
Led by the blatant strength of artificial life

See through the lies

The pace of never ending exploration
increasing at the cost of humanity

Dreading the demise of the overlords
Led by the blatant strength of artificial life

See through the lies

We are becoming slaves to 
our own intelligence

The machines, the aftermath
of our disdainful struggle

The Machines assembled by our poisoned minds
Deceit is programmed into their line of sight

Dreading the demise of the overlords
Led by the blatant strength of artificial life

See through the lies of apathy



Bringer Of Deception
Music: Jonas Kjellgren  Lyrics: Edvin Skårud

Seized by your insidious lies
cluelessly led to enchainment
A dark despondent future in sight

Thoughts of normality abandoned
as the truth can not prevail

Bringer of deception
Enforcing the laws of vanity

Stricken down by the anger
of those chosen by the fallen
as the blind are leading the blind

Thoughts of normality abandoned
as the truth can not prevail

Bringer of deception
Enforcing the laws of vanity

Bearers of false hope
Shattering my perception
of reality

Monuments risen to
commemorate the demise

Vague promises of wealth and prosperity
in vain filling my exhausted dreams of virtue

Seized by your insidious lies
cluelessly led to enchainment
A dark despondent future in sight

Thoughts of normality abandoned
as the truth can not prevail

Bringer of deception
Enforcing the laws of vanity



Dismantling Eternity
Music: Jonas Kjellgren  Lyrics: Edvin Skårud

Falsified malicious idols
Glorification of the debauched ones
advocating the sacred termination

The winds of desolation
are blowing so cold
A dark unearthly spirit
 affecting us all

Dismantling eternity
Incinerating life

Baptized in flames
of animosity
The resignation of time
a conjuration spell
cast by the malevolent

Cherishingthe salvager
of your dying cause
As the nightfall sanctifies
the lifeblood of this world

Dismantling eternity
Incinerating life

Baptized in flames
of animosity
The resignation of time
a conjuration spell
cast by the malevolent

Timelessness engulfing the essence 
of my soul
The end is near for this execrable
domain of ambiguity

Let the darkness consecrate
the path to nihility
I am one with the powers
of ethereal consciousness

Falsified malicious idols
Glorification of the debauched ones
advocating the sacred termination

The winds of desolation
are blowing so cold
A dark unearthly spirit
 affecting us all

Dismantling eternity
Incinerating life

Baptized in flames
of animosity
The resignation of time
a conjuration spell
cast by the malevolent


